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IV. SOLUS HYPERBOREAS
the title of the poem is a neat adaptation from Virgil's Fourth
Georgic: " Solus Hyperboreas glacies . . . Lustrabat " (alone he
would roam the fields of Northern ice), descriptive of the fate of
Orpheus during the winter months, while his twice-lost bride
Eurydice abode in the realms below. The whole poem, says
Professor Campbell himself, is full of allusion to the cinema film
of Scott's expedition, or to passages in the book, and of course to
parallels between that and Virgil.
The British Antarctic Expedition of 1910 was in command of
Robert Falcon Scott, R.N. Denis G. Lillie was the biologist on
board the Discovery. Mr. John Murray publishes Captain Scott's
Journal of the Expedition.
11. 6-19. See the story of Orpheus as told by Proteus to Aristaeus
in Oeorgics, iv, 453-527. Read Pope's Ode, on St. Cecilia's Day.
1. 8. Erebus is the God of darkness, and hence the lower world.
The Erebus of the poem is the loftier of two Polar volcanoes, which
" was within sight of the base camp " (Prof. Campbell's note).
The other volcano is Terror (1. 23).
I.	9. gloomy king : Dis or Pluto (immitis tyrannus).
II.	16-19, For the Cyclops of Etna see Aeneid, via, 416 et sqq.
I.	19. Typhon :   a giant, killed by Jupiter and buried under
Mt. Etna.
II.	37-57. See   Georgics,   iv,   429-36.    " When   Proteus   came
along, hastening from the waves to his accustomed cave ; about
him the watery people of the vasty deep splash all around in sport
the bitter spray.   The sea-calves stretch themselves in sleep in
different spots of the shore : the god himself, as oft upon the hills
the guardian of the stall, when evening brings the steers back from
pasture to their homes, and lambs make keen the hunger of
wolves that hear their bleatings, sits down on a rock in the midst,
and tells their number " (Lonsdale & Lee).
1. 43. Phorcus : Neptune's son, changed after his death into a
sea god:
" immania cote, (of Neptune's retinue)
ot senior Glauci chorus . . ,
.... PhorciCLue exercitus omnis " (Aeneid, v, 822-4)
Huge monsters of the deep, and the ancient band of Glaucus, and
all the host of Phorcus.
1. 57, GMaucus was a fisherman changed after death into a sea-
god.
1. 63. Virgil's O&orgics consists of four books and is a didactic
poem of great charm dealing with pastoral topics.

